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("by M, Boutillier)
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The Republic of Upper Volta lies'roughiy Between latitude 9

15° North and longitude 2° East and 5° West.
275,000 km

and

it has a'surfaoe area of

and a population of approximately 4,400,000 inhabitants.'

.The entire- country, lies within the savannah zone..which-runs..down ^
West Africa,

from Cape

... . .

Verde, to Chad,, from the Saharan. Sahel in. the^.North,. .

to the forest zones bordering the Atlantic in the South.

Prom the

ecological point of view, Ui^per Volta mav be regarded ,,s a fairly uniform

area:

the climate is divided into strongiy differentiated"dry and rainy

seasonsj

apart from the extreme North of the country,

a sub-desert zone,

andthe region bordering on the Ivory Coast, where the rainfall is heavier
and covers a longer period of the year,

most of the

territory of Upper

Volta (80 per cent) falls between isohyets 600 and 1,000 mm.
human point of -riew5 however, Upper Volta is very varieii;
than 30 distinct ethnic groups are represented,
for approximately 40 per cent of the

cotton,

tobacco,

altogether, more

although the Mossi account

total population.

The main crops arercereals.-,.: m-ille-t.,
varieties of peaSj

' From" the

sorgho and maize*

and in certain areas,

and seyera.1, . ,.,

yams.

Finally,

in practically every part of the country, although over a small surface
area, rice is grown in low-lying land,

Agricultural techniques are

mainly based on the use of the metal-bladed hoej
meridian passing below Djibo,
regions,

however, North of a

in other words in the Peul and Tuareg-Bella

the commonest agricultural implement is the hilar.

which is by far the most important activity,

with subsist'ence,

Agriculture,

is almost entirely concerned

almost all the agricultural systems consist bf- -a■-rota

tion of culiivated and fallow land, so 'that the soil* is na*turally; re ferti
lized.

Nevertheless, a few,

somewhat primitive methods' of manuring ex-ist,

but so far' it "is impossible to claim that any real tendency has emerged
towards "an improvement of agricultural techniques, whether based'on new
implements or "oh newly introduced methods.

Apart from a slight -diversi-'1 ■

ficationof crops consisting mainly of rice,

cotton and market gardening

.
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on the outskirts of urban centres - there is

no

evidence of any appreciable

increase in marketable surpluses.
Cattle and poultry can "be found in almost

cattle,

however,

all

areas,

varies widely from one region to another.

combine stock raising and agriculture to a certain extent;

the very large"Mossi group,
latter,

the

number of

Some populations
others such as

depend for their supplies on the Peule.

apart from a uniform population in the Djibo area,

The

are scattered-over

most of Upper Volta (except the South and Southwest), where they live in a
sort of osmosis with the rest of

In most districts,

the population.

cultivated land is divided into two types :

there

are the" fields surrounding the "concessions11, or village fields (the infield),
which are under permanent

cultivation,

and there are the fields situated some

distance from the huts> bush fields (or outfield), which lie fallow.
certain areas

this

pattern becomes more complicated,

In

either because of

the

existence of a third type of low-lying field (rice-fields) in the Lobi, Mossi
and Gurmanche country,

village fields

or because of an intermediate type,

that immediately surround the concessions and the bush fields,

cultivated in a more or less permanent fashion,

trees (faidrherbia albida).
agricultural

lying between -the

often under cover of "balanzan"

The proportion of each type of field within the

system varies widely from region to region.

With regard to the various kinds of holding,
standard pattern}

collective farming at the "extended family" level,

dividual farming by a single household or

system under which,

furthermore,

in

individual and an intermediate

within a single production unit,

dual farming are combined;
in work may be

Upper Volta follows no

collective and indivi

various types of mutual assistance

found to varying degrees in different regions.

Although from the strict land tenure point of view, Upper Volta may be
regarded as fairly uniform,
s^me,

since the principal types of law are the

a detailed analysis must take account of the various sociological

and economic aspects pertaining to each population and region.

Nowadays

it is no more than a common-place to recognize that economic life and

the social system are closely linked to land tenure structured

and that

e/cn.14/sdp/5
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the development of these structures depends on that of social and
economic systems.
legal aspects of the

In the brief and recent past of colonozation,
land tenure problem were

too

the

often over—emphasized,

this led to the many "customary laws" drawn up between 1910 and 1930
which,

(i.e.

at

the risk of immobilizing an essentially changing process

custom), deliberately overlooked the political, economic and

social changes that had taken place before, .during and after.the colonialperiod.

._

,As we have pointed out,

the diversity of human groups makes it

difficult to give an overall view'of social organization in Upper Volta.
First and foremost,

this is

the result of broad movements of populations

belonging to different races,
local group or groups.

aligning themselves or mingling with a

Economic changes and politic?! development have

gradually shaped the present social systems, which are essentially based

on kinship.

Family groups form the structure of these systems, and all

the activities of their members and all manifestations of collective life
are conditioned by it.

The

framework of the

a system of lines of descent.

social structure consists of

Throughout most of the country, i.e*. outside

the Lobi region and to some extent the Peul and Tuareg regions,, in which
matrilineal descent exerts an influence on the transmission of property
and sometimes of authority,

kinship is mainly, traced by the paternal line,

these systems are mainly patrilineal, patrilocal and patriaohal,:

There

are many, variants of these sy terns among the different ethnic groups, and

often even within these groups.

From the political point of view, the

hierarchical situation among the various descent lines varies just as

widely, ranging from groups with practicelly no chiefs (Lobi) to fairly
strongly centralized "Kingdoms" (Mossi).
,

The lines of descent.vary in length and extent,

. ,
according to the

number of generations separating the present generation from the most
distant ancestor who found the line.

With the passage of time,

a

perpetual process of segmentation takes place in the descent, which
includes only those persons who can actually retrace their common relation

ship through a specific series of genealogical lines.

The terra (tclan"

E/CN.14/SDP/5
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is used whenever the members of two or mora family groups with unilineal
consanguinity;recognize a common line of descent tut are unable to retrace

their actual gene logical links.

Maximum and minimum.lines of descent,

and extended families, are terms used to designate a hierarchy of seg-

ments of descent, which incidentally are usually related to.geographical
location and economic relationships.

2.

Description of-.Land Tenure Structures in Upper Vplta

.

■

When studying land tenure in Upper Volta, we must set aside from
the outset all legal concepts and processes as laid down, for instance.,
in the French Civil Codes

they arc i_n fact never applicable to rural

societies in Upper Volta.

All over the world, the links.that bind man:

to the earth form a-network of complex- relationships, whose implications
are religious and political as well as social and economic.

French Civil

Law, which is derived from Roman Law, has been shaped and adapted to meet
the needs of a heavily industrialized civilization, .Customary law in
Upper Volta fits,.into a completely different reality,

.

The-generally-accepted views concerning this law waver between two
-misunderstandings, both of which are equally serious:

to take the right

to alienate land, as laid down by Article 544 of the Jrench Civil Code,

-

as the criterion of -o-uership, ic tantamount to denying the existence of

ownership;-on the other hand, from the' pposite point of view, to claim

--■'

that-uncultivated 'land is "unoccupied and without owner" leads us to over
look the -existence of genuine land laws that are clearly laid down by '
custom,

,

■

_

.

Three different kind,.;, of fact seem to lie at the heart of the diff

erences between land laws in Upper Volta and those in the West.

In the

:

first place, there is a pre-erainent 'law over the land, represented by the

Land Chief, a-figure, who. can be found in almost all parts of Upper Volta.
As the descendant of the first occupiers of the land, he intercedes between
man and the .supernatural powers bound to. the. earthy usually his role it,

religious and. legal rather than economic, although he is often in, charge
oX the-.unappropriated village land, over .which he exercises jurisdiction.

.

/
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Secondly, an analysis of land laws demonstrates the existence of
the right of collective appropriation,
lines of descent,

invested in maximum or less direct

that are superimposed on the right to cultivate the same

land, which is invested in individuals,

cultivators and heads of holdings.

Just as the right of cultivation approximates to a right of usufruct, the
right of appropriation approximates to ownership without usufruct. Between

these rights, however, there are far-reaching differences, arising on the
one hand from the very nature of those rights and,

on the other, from the

forms of social organization obtaining in the country.

The limits to the

rights of collective appropriation arise from the fact that the apparent
holders of these rights are usually no more than the representatives of

extended family communities (direct descent or segment of descent).

This

system of "family co-ownership" considerably diminishes the role of the
titular holders of these rights.

The most important consequences are the

de facto inalienability and indefeasibility of the landj neither the chief
nor any member of the

joint property group may assume responsibiliiy on the

group's behalf for wasting its land capital.
group and its

settlement,

even its

The continuity of the family

subsistence,

are in

teed by the intangibility of its land hjexitage.

some

ways guaran

The right of collective

appropriation itself -is narrowly restricted by the right of cultivation,

which is the right to sow and harvest on a pieae of land, and which may
be permanent or temporary,

practices.

inherited or on loan, depending on various

Any member of a line of descent usually has the right "to the

permanent use of part of the line's land heritage.
right of cultivation,

With regard to this

the chief's right of collective appropriation is no

more than a right of oversight: normally, he may not take back the land
in order to allocate it to someone else.
right of cultivation dies,

Sven when the holder of the

the chief's only function may amount to no

more than confirming the transmission of this right to the direct heirs
of the

testator.

.

.

..■•■.;.

Finally, a third essential feature of land tenure in Upper Volta is
the existence, in many areas, of land that has not yet been finally appro
priated, i.e., that has never been cleared, or that has been cleared but

,
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not claimed either by an individual or a particular family group.
such ground,

clearing and cultivation may give

a right of appropriation to

the

family group

On

a permanent right of use

to which

the

and

settler belongs.

Disregarding the pre-eminent land chief or political chief type rights

over the land the overlapping of rights to land between the right of col
lective

appropriation and the

right of

cultivation,

and the existence

of unoccupied land allow us

kinds of

The four main types

tenure.

of

to

tenure

joint family property .

distinguish between various
that occur and that have

been selected for the analysis of this statistical survey f.are. as follows*

(a)

Permanent right of use of a piece of land for a farmer belonging
to a lineal group whose chief holds
■

appropriation.
applies

(b)

to

In Upper Volta,

54 per cent of

of

(c)

as a whole,

this

ty._e of tenure

cultivated land,

Permanent right of use through clearing and cultivation of free
and unoccupied bush.

.

the right of collective

This type of tenure applies to 14 per -cent

cultivated land.

Right of use inherited from a cultivator holding the right of
use from the holder of a right of collective appropriation.

An

inherited right of use of.this kind is usually permanent, insofar
as

it

is,very difficult for

the holder of

the.right,of appropria

tion to take back a piece of land reclaimed by two (or more)
generations of members of the same family group.

This

type of

tenure applies to 6 per cent of cultivated land,

(d)

Temporary right of use on loan from the holder of a right of
permanent use or a right of collective appropriation.
of

This type .

tenure represents 26 per cent of cultivated land.

The proportions between the various types, of tenure vary widely from .
one region to another,

as the following table shows!

E/GN.14/SDP/5
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TABLE,

DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAIN TYPES OF TENURE BY REGION

-'

Region

-'

Tenure

Type (a)

Type (b)

Type (c)

Type (d)

Inherited

Free Bush

Inherited

Loan

right

Total

Density

100

■15

100

14

14

100

10

of

pultivation

WEST

BobO) Marka
Samo,

Peul,

Senufo,

Turka,

48

25

49

26

etc.

20

Guin

etc.

.1

NORTH

Peul,

Bella

61

25'

SOUTH

Lobi,

Dagari

66

18

2

14

100

10

Gurunsi

54

14

3

29

100

11

Mossi

57

33 ■■■

100

34

Bissa

45

10

36

100

28

Gurmanche

37

54

9

100

4

CENTRE

EAST

10

9

These figures are taken from a sample survey carried out in I96I-62
on

over

1,100

farms,

of

the Republic of Upper Volta*
The factors

the

under

the

aegis

of

the

Ministry

explaining these variations

density of population,

social and economic

and the many different

organization.

overwhelming influence

are

Nevertheless,

the

of

shortage of

types
the

of population density on the

Uationsl

Economy

land,

of political,

Table emphasises
type

i.e.

of

tenure.
2

insta-nce, when the density falls below 5 to 10 inhabitants per km ,

the
For

tenure.

by clearance of unoccupied land is the most common (Gurmanche)| over fairly
large areas,
is no

the appropriation of

land is not

shortage and it is of little economic

tion of land on loan is

low,

clearly established.

importance.

There

Even the propor

which can be explained in two ways:

first,

E/CN.14/SDP/5
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so much free
occupied,

land is available

that

rather than borrowed,

the

ground;

cultivator prefers
secondly,

it

to work un

seems likely that

land once cleared and since left fallow is again considered free bush,
since

the right conferred by clearance is not

his descendants,
hand,

as'it is in more densely populated areas.

above a certain threshold,
2

and 40 inhabitants per km ,

which is

settler .and

On the

The

and there is

distribution of land may become highly

and the proportion of fields on loan tends to rise,

40 per cent for

reaching over

the Mossi country as a whole and 50 per cent in the most

heavily populated areas.

temporary,

other

situated somewhere between 30

an irreversible shortage arises,

no more unappropriated land.
unequal,

claimed by the

The right of

cultivation,

assumes a definite economic value.

the inherited right

even when it is.only

It can be inherited,

of cultivation represents up

to

10 per cent of

and
the

cultivated land in certain regions.
A study of land tenure can be attempted only by constantly bearing

in mind that over almost the entire country agriculture is by far the most
important, economic activity,
framework of production.
s-oeial structure

of

and that land tenure patterns form the

From this

the- populations

respond to the types of

it follows that

social

the various kinds■of,

inhabiting the country closely oor—

tenure and the

—-

concept of land prevailing in the

customary system.

For this reason,
still very much alive
imported religions almost

everywhere,

example
to
the

Islam

of

centuries

such as

tends

ago,

which is

The

Christianity -

At

local

In areas where

influence

that may be

In this

respect,

utilitarian aspect of

tend to lose

of
found
the

tribes

community level,

and Moslem marabouts

and his economic and legal role,

become

the

inhabited by sedentary Peul

is very clear.

fresh converts.

his functions

to be

naturally,

to weaken these bonds.

if his religious prerogatives

seems

Islam and

Christian missionaries

for

Land Chief,

in very many areas;

the Liptako,

work of

problems

the religious bonds between man and the.earth are

converted

however,

gives rise

to many

the

of

duties

the

tend to be perpetuated even

their

significance.

In a sense,

secularized.
religious bonds

their basis,

and how do

exist between man and the
they relate

to

the

earth,

what

other levels of

E/CN,14/SDP/5r'
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social

life?

At

the

root

of

these religious "bonds

earth-fertility-subsistance— life-fruitfulness,

we

come across

and the

earth-chthonian

powers—fertility-ancestral resting place associations.

aspect of the earth oannot be
utilitarian aspects.
factor

The earth as a supernatural force and land as a

of production are

two aspects

sky and associate of

the Earth makes plants

linked to

the dead,

ancestors who

of a single

the

grow,

who live

harvests

in its

reality.

In the

supreme' divinity as

that which contains

intercede between the

Sacred objects,

The religious

studied entirely separately from its actual,

the Earth is often subordinated to
the

the

the

clouds,

the bride of

rain and thunder;

ripen and rivers flow.

entrails;

incidentally,

Earth and the

cosmogonies,

living,

It is

it is

closely

the

their descendants.

such as stones (Tenkugri Mossij and sacred groves, are

representations of its supernatural power; in other words, places of worship,

where prayers are said, requests made and sacrifices offered.

Some peoples

and authors have interpreted these sacred bonds between man and earth as
the very basis of customary land law,

ship of the land heritage,

in particular the

lineal

joint

owner

its inalienability and its indefeasibility.

This1 view often takes the followihgforrar "the- Sale of

land would"be .:

sacreligfbus both 'to the ancestors and to the Earth Shriiie"-^.

\

"

•

The religious basis for lineal joint property and inalienability is
not,

in fact,

certain.

By way- of proof we ;might7o±te certain peoples

converted to either Islam or Christianity who have preserved these character
istics in their land tenure
region,

which has

system:

"this seems

been widely converted

to

to be the oase

Catholicism.

a good example in'view of■its recent conversion.'
can be found,

the

in a different

Tuculer population'is

been in contact for

part

of

Africa,

in-the

yet has

is

not,

perhaps,

But a very clear case.
Valley -of

entirely converted to Islam,

over' ten' centuries,

-This

in the Bagari

land

the^Senegali

with which;it has

laws

based on the ■■.

:

collective appropriation of land'by patrilinear':&escent and inalienability,,
despite

the fact that no cult or ritual

preserved.

l/

connected with the
■

■

•

earth has_been_
.

Goody J.R, The Social Organization of the Lowiili, p.35»

.

■

.
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It would appear

the

that

the

land tenure

structure

should be related

to

social organization on the one hand,,and to the economic system on the

other,

rather

they exist.

than to the

when

The appropriation of land by line of descent corresponds

a precise legal concept,
as womenj

sacred "bonds between man and the earth,

and also to a well—defined economic process*

who circulate according to definite rules,

tion of the line,

so

the earth provides its

ensure

sustenance.

cannot be alienated:

"the descent group cannot alienate the property,

circumstanoes,

corporateness is based"—\

so the

countless members are unborn-^
its unity,

of which many are dead,

earth

the

In 1912 a

Nigerian Chief stated before the West African Lands Committee.:
land belongs to a vast family,

.

Just as a wife

except in exceptional

on which its

Just

the continua-

cannot be repudiated,

means of production,

to

few are

"I conceive
living,

and

In time, the continuity of the line and

embodied in its chief,

and the. collective appropriation of the

land heritage, go hand in hand to ensure the continued existence and sub
sistence of

the

family group.

Many other general features deriving from the concept of land and its

role in traditional economic systems deserve consideration, particularly
since they are radically different from those obtaining in Western-style,

industrial societies.

These features fit together to form a coherent whole.

In the first place,

everything seems

to indicate .the- existence of a

.:■

natural right to land - a right of every man,- whether he belongs by bir^h to
the village community or is a stranger,

to be .allocated enough land to feed

himself and his family group by his own efforts.

This system of land re

distribution to those who need it by those who have too much (or at least
an ample sufficiency) operates in the form of loans.

These loans, are of

course made according to specific rules, but they never take the form,
it were,

of a heavy rent.

as

In most cases, the counterpart of these loans

is fairly difficult to establish:

presents may be offered at harvest time

l/

Goody op. cit. p. 35»

2/

Elias, The Nature of African Customary Law, p. 162,

E/CK.14/SDP/5
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or services rendered; there may be a watered-down version of an owner/
customer relationship,

depending on whether

the

loan is made

of one's own line, to a fellow Villager, or to a stranger.
case

is

the

advance,

counterpart

it

equivalent

is always very low,

very often re-negotiated.
redistribution?

respect,

are

statistical

conclusive.

land is not
not

the

in short

is hardly ever fixed in

varies from one year

factor

not

seem

and hence

to

to

the

next,

and is

in the

So

there

is

cultivators'

incomes.

Mossi region,

therefore

it would seem that

that

the unequal

be reflected in unequal

data obtained for the

heavily populated and where
land,

it

An extremely significant fact emerges:

cultivation,

the

a rentj

But in no

What..are the results ofViTii'S system ..of ..land •

tribution of land rights does
areas under

to

to a member

surface
In this

which is

demographic pressure

in traditional

limits production.

on the

economic

Land- a, free

supply in. thinly populated areas,

dis

systems

asset,.i.e.

and falling under a

system

of virtually free loan in densely populated and land-starved areas - is
not a valorized capital good as
factors
for

in production.

instance,

employed

In a country like
of

There
that

they represent

is

no

term.

by the

only part

of

note

The

respect

is

that

general

of

trade

system,

social life.

level

is

although

outside

not

the

The
these

in

which includes

and

important point
trade-systems.

land but

the

labour

the farmer with the largest surface area under cultivation is the

It should be noted, that from the labour point of view, the economic
system does not include any relationship

.

the Physiocrats,

volume and liveliness

they throw on trade,

land remains

bottleneck in production at farm

force—k
\J

in this

sense that

and the frequent -supply of goods

services on many different occasions
to

in the

the frequency,

light
the

trade in women through the dowry,

land rent

one of the essential

.

Upper Volta,

the markets surprise us

fact

such,.although it is

i.e.

the

exchange, of: labour for. money?

of

the wage-earning type,

on the

other hand,

these

systems

may include certain types of mutual aid -"the cultural society"- which
fulfil

some of the functions of the wage—earning class

in our society.

E/CN.H/SEP/5
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one who has most workers.

It appears that the land, which is recognized

as the source of subsistence and, consequently, the guarantee of the com
munity's survival, has been systematically kept out of all possible trans
actions, so that it may serve only to maintain the unity and corporateness
of family and village groups.

3-

Evolution of cultivated land and 7and laws

It has already been explained that in most regions cultivated land
is divided into village fields and bush fields.

The former may be small

gardens or real fields adjoining those of neighbouring homesteads:

they

benefit from the natural manure provided by the neighbouring "concessions".
Bush fields are further away from the dwellings; they are often reclaimed
by burning and there are long fallow periods between two cropping periods;

fallow land and cultivated fields occupy most of the district.

This new

classic agrarian pattern-/ which geographers call "organization in concentric
aureoles",

"crop crowns", has analogies with districts which were common

in ancient Europe and described as Infield and Outfield (or Innefeld and

Haussenfeld) districts.

The features of this agrarian pattern differ

slightly from region to region, depending on the type of settlement and

population densities, but there is nearly always this distinction between
homestead or village fields, which correspond to infield and constitute
the permanently cultivated centre of the district, and bush fields, which
correspond to outfield, are cultivated periodically and situated on the
periphery.

.

In Europe as in Africa,

in sparsely populated areas:

.

this agrarian system seems to have developed

beyond a certain level of population density,

the agronomic infield-outfield equilibrium seems to be destroyed.

In a

certain production system this rupture in the equilibrium of man-earth
relationships immediately provokes a legal disequilibrium in these same

relationships,:

the land tenure, like the production, system is paralyzed.

Let us first allow the geographer to describe this "rupture of agronomic
equilibrium":

1/

Sautter G.

comparatif.

"in the garden and park areas there is little if any fallow

A propos de quelques terroirs d'Afrique Occidentale:
Etudes rurales.
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Janier-Mars,

I963,
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lands

only manure

periods

are

essential

population of

to

the Mossi

drive

the farmer

it

exhausted.

is

offsets

to

impoverishment.

In the

soil regeneration.
country,

"bush,

long fallow

Unfortunately,

coupled with the

intensive cultivation of

the

When bush land is abandoned,

the

over

mediocrity of
land,

the

soil,

which produce until

therefore,

an extremely

long fallow period (approximately $0 years) is necessary before it can be
restored to good condition.
which,
since

In the

vicinity of villages

having been cultivated almost incessantly,
the bush is cultivated in concentric

moved from villages,

only on the

areas

there

seem to be
further

confines of districts

is

are

areas

lost for

ever;

and further re
there

still

pedologically undamaged land"-'.
In the

2/

Ouahigouya region-^,

one-third of

sents about one—half of the arable area,
farmers regard one-third of the

tion (infield),

is

the

total area,

which repre

cultivated each year.

total cultivated area as permanent

As

the

cultiva

it is understandable that fallow periods in the outfield

are short and quite inadequate for the reconstitution of the soil's fertility

(6$ per cent of the fallow periods are for less than six years).

There is

therefore a tendency for the

infield to annex the outfield 5 rotations in

the

erosion increases,

outfield are

off "balance,
Like

speeded up,

the soil

"the whole system is

thrown

threatened and human nourishment compromized"-%

the production system,

sparsely populated areas,

the

land tenure

system,

which evolved in

is paralyzed when population density exceeds a

certain level.

Yet,

the existence of types of intensive cultivation on village fields

and extensive cultivation on bush fields lends the system a certain flexi
bility:

this is how,

as often as not,

Les Mossi du Yatenga.

fragmentation is avoided.'

When a

l/

Iaard.

2/

Agricultural survey in the region of Ouahigouya - Ministry of Rural
Economy, Upper Volta - i960.

3/

Sautter - op. oit. p. 75•

p.72.
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young man marries

and becomes

father to give him-fields,
farmer,

or he

chief

The loan of fields
it prevents

the Mossi

cultivated fields
to one

of his

gets

his

centre.

enclosures and permanent

Fallow spaces, -therefore,

at

the

cost of

soil

act as

impoverishment.

offsets disparity in the distribution of land rights;

inhabitants per Km",

or

the nebula of

a.c we know,

In1fact,

area of

either

the fields he needs from another

excessive fragenentatien but at

number of loans.
populous

district

of land butr

he

new concession in a fallow field belonging

to his father on the outskirts of

reservoirs

a holding,

or he borrows

establishes iiic

fields which form the

of

as

tbs

the

country3- i.o*

borro-.red,

increasing the

statistical survey shows,

i,^,

direct ascendants

in the most

where density is higher than 40

representing l,2OO?O00

ore

cost of

:"""■"

they have

whose

right

"■'■"".■

"

be-m loc,r\3d
of

'■'"al-'f -f
to

t1"-."

the

fp.rm^

temporary usage

he has

inheritedThe

question may be formulated thus:

smoothly in sparsely populated regions,

why,

although it functions

does, the

to break down in very densely populated regions,

detrimental

(i)

of

the

after a certain time
tenure rights,

different rules
progressivb

(i.l)
these

k>r,

IJhcn

the

to

uavc

c^ir.e

a clear

particularly since

in the

shortage

caucoc

in what way

oaco

and

is

it

Disputes over field

field

of

idea of

the

ic .

of

1° j

20?

the real attribution of

transmission of

impoverishment

5?

it becomes very difficult

"persons.! fields"

bitterer and nore

-'I for

encumber

land,

these

rights

follows

and "family fields".
as

demographic

The

density

frequent ls-nd disputes,

The unequal distribution of land rights and the instability of

rights .lead

to

social unrest.

The proportion of fields
distribution of land rights:
to resort

system seem

development?

in succession to different persons,

increases,

tenure

or land rights are very frccu^nt r-nd in some regions

machinery

30 years

and

It is tlia DouroG 01 ~z very many law suite

boundaries
the

to prospective

land

to borrowing on=

..

*-vi^\ proves a great disparity in the

more

than tw.o farmers

or more fields>

and four

out .of

three

out

ten have

of

are

obliged
only
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temporary right of use

of

the fields

they cultivate.

one-third of the land right cases "before

powers - i.e.

the

Courts

Finally^

approximately

established by the colonial

excluding matters settled directly by the land chiefs,

village

and district chiefs - are between members of a single descent group,
disputes give rise to
going so far as

to

serious disagreements within the group,

cause it

These

sometimes

to break up.

There is a danger that the hitherto remarkable cohesion of the Mossi

society will be affected, particularly as the situation will inevitablyr
deteriorate

in the

next few years.

Increasingly'large migrations are

certainly one of the most obvious signs °f this unrest.
Ttie land question which has been,

and still

is,

frequently discussed

by the Mossi themselves, has long attraoted the attention of the political
and administrative authorities of these regions.
even made to reform the land law,
tion and consequences,
In 1950

Recently,

an attempt was

which by reason of its method of applica

is very rich in lessons.

there was a meeting at OuaMgouya of a Commission composed of

the Commander of-the,District (at that, time under the still powerful control
of the Union Franciase); the customary authorities of the Yatenga Naba,
the paramount ohief of the district;

some of his ministers;

and "distinguished

persons" representing the various populations of this pluralistic society.
This Commission's work resulted in the land law being codified in a

text,

the ambition of which is revealed in its title - "Customary law of

the Mossi of Yatenga".
This collection of customary laws
it was an attempt

introduced two new elements:

to clarify custom and,

change into the lanqL law.
apparent that the first

secondly,

it introduced an important

Although laudable in intention,

task was

a source of

first,

it soon became

serious misunderstandings.

By very definition, 'the collection of customary lawe -Was an impossible

undertaking since it expressed: in writing, i.e. in permanent \for% an oral
custom which, like the society itself,

tion.

It ran the risk,

therefore,

was in a constant state of stoIu-■

of immobilizing the society's law at

-

a period of its history when that history was causing the society to undergo

E/CK.14/SDP/5.
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rapid and important changes..- . !Ehe danger is immediately evident when we

examine the consequences of the only change it made to the land law, i.e.
a 15-year prescription in favour of any person cultivating land which has
"been loaned, to him,

The 1950 text reads:

:

■

.

In order to avoid land disputes, often isoluble

when the origin of rights is far too ancient, the Commission decides that
prolonged and uninterrupted use of a. field will establish a right of owner

ship: in favour.of the present lessee.

In order to be able to claim this

right, the user.will have to prove that he has cultivated the land actually
in his possession for a period of at least 15 years".
of this prescription was revolutionary:

The introduction

thanks to it, the holders of more

than one-third of the leaned fields could have their right" of ownership
recognized; this was'tantamount to'redistributing the7 land rights on more-'
than 20 per cent of the cultivated land.

More'particularly, however, to

"the extent that the indefeasibility Of the land is one of the bases of
land law and, it might even be'said, of society as a whole,' there was a

danger that -the: prescription wouldi^aralyze operation-of ._*he-law and have

unpredictable economic consequences..

In fact, although, this reform is only

very slowX^ entering 'into force - the more slowly .the.^e. it off-fnds_the_

-mentality of the Mossi - some of its consequences can already be discerned.
•Even under the "'traditional system", the following theme often recurred.,
in conversationst : those who own land are increasingly reluctant to loan
it because when they, need it again, either for themselves or for a member

of their family group, it is often difficult for them to get it back.

One

effect of the prescription will certainly be to strengthen this tendency.

Land owners are going" to'prefer to leave their land idle - therefore to

refuse' to loan it - rather than run the risk of'seeing^it pass either to '

another'descend segment (if it is loaned within a descent group) or to
another descent group, or even into the hands of a stranger.

There is a danger, therefore,.that under this reform more and more

land will be withdrawn from the" production circuit: it is to be wondered
whether, at a.time when PEDOM is spending nearly 1,500,000,006;CFA francs
on a soil restoration project and when the number of hydro-agricultural

